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Are competitive markets making progress? At retail?
We noticed small things in various
places around America that hint retail
markets are beginning to open up again:

· The hints of action for C&I
markets in Arkansas;

· Hopes in Illinois that they may get
it right the next time and sooner rather
than later;

· Possible movement in West Texas
and all of that�s just from
yesterday�s RT.

We asked NEMAPresident Craig
Goodman if he had noticed a trend. He
noticed about a year ago that �the
industry represented within NEMA had
hit an all-time low.

It�s going the other way right now,
he observed.

QUOTEOFTHEDAY:
Those who have survived this
storm ... [over] the last several

years are uniquely situated to take
advantage of an upturn in the
marketplace. Having weathered
hard times they have learned how to
deliver energy and value during the
worst of times. These same
companies could disproportionately
benefit from increasing [customer]
migration numbers. I believe the
industry has seen the lowest
migration numbers that we are going
to see probably for the rest of our
careers.
Craig Goodman in an RT
interview.

NEMA�s and its members� efforts to
open markets and changing rules to foster
migration are starting to work.

Goodman is enthusiastic about changes
about to happen in New York, the Northeast,
the Midwest and even in California.

We talked to Goodman before Gov
Schwarzenegger announced his energy
plans (story in this issue).

He ticked off progress at retail in
Maryland, Massachusetts and Ohio.

Gas retailing in Ohio has been unfolding
since the mid-90s to a point where
migration is in the 50% range, Goodman
reported, and he expects incremental
changes now planned should carry
migration to 60-70%.

He praised Schwarzenegger for naming
Joe Desmond, Infotility CEO, as energy
advisor. California has the potential �to be
leaders in this space particularly since
they�ve gone through what they�ve gone
through.

�They�ve seen what happens with a
flawed market design.

California�s market is big, he added.
�Any movement to the positive could be
significant,� Goodman added.

Schwarzenegger turns to energy action
Gov Arnold Schwarzenegger had put off
action on energy until workman�s comp
and the budget were acted on.

Yesterday he wrote the PUC an
historic letter alerting ChairmanMichael
Peevey to the need to get the state�s
energy markets fixed.

He asked Peevey to start by
implementingAssembly Bill 57 that
would have IOUs develop diversified
resource portfolios and sign long-term
contracts without the risk of after-the-
fact reviews by regulators.

AB 57 tells utilities to use
competitive power buying with a focus
on energy efficiency to get the best
prices for rate payers.

The PUC is required to set criteria
up-front so that a utility can know in
advance the acceptability � and
eligibility for rate recovery � of
proposed buying.

Schwarzenegger wants a fast review
and decisions on supply contracts.

His goal is long-term pacts luring
private investment needed to build

capacity. The commission�s recent resource
adequacy decision� requiring utilities to buy
power reserves of 15% � was a good one,
Schwarzenegger noted, but its 2008 phase-in
date should be moved up two years to 2006.

Wholesale power today is low and the
governor wants to lock in those prices now
via long-term contracts.

With plant retirements looming and the
return of strong economic growth inevitable,
he added, the state can�t afford to delay
building new plants.

The core/non-core market structure
model � where small customers stay on
regulated service and big ones shop for
competitive wholesale power � got the
governor�s backing.

Customers who choose to bypass utility
service taking advantage of direct-access
opportunity should have full responsibility
for management of electricity, price and
availability risks, the governor emphasized.

By fostering competitive wholesale and
retail electricity markets � properly
monitored by regulators � California can
start to cut its power bills and the state can

�once again become the job-creation
machine it once was,� he added.

The letter was applauded as an
important first step in avoiding future
blackouts by the Independent Energy
Producers (generators).

The state can add significant amounts
of energy resources, renewables and gas
using current law, noted IEP Executive
Director Jan Smutny-Jones.

Over 10,000 mw of licensed generation
capacity � enough to power 10 million
homes there � is awaiting use, Smutny-
Jones reported, so �this is the right time to
act.�

Schwarzenegger wants to ensure that
residentials staying on the system don�t
bear any burdens from the departure of the
C&I customers who shop.

That will require legislation, he noted,
but �he looks forward to working with the
Legislature to accomplish this goal,� he
added.

And so far he�s got quite a track record
of working well with the Democratic-
controlled body.

Senate may vote on energy bill today
The non-tax provisions of the energy bill
� the 913-page bill as an amendment to
an amendment to the internet tax bill, S
150 � could not get further

amendments.
This take-it-or-leave-it approach was

designed to lure Democratic support when
Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle�s

offered an amendment to add the
renewables fuels standard provision of the
energy bill.

An attempt will be made to end the
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Do not call access
may get pricey: The Federal
Trade Commission voted 5-0 to approve
a NOPR to weigh boosting the fees
telemarketers pay to get access to the
NationalDoNotCallRegistry. Far fewer
telemarketers signed up than expected,
so the annual fee for each area code
would jump from$25 to$45.Those
wanting 280 area codes ormorewould
paya flat $12,375�upfrom$7,375.The
first five area codeswould remain free,
said FTC, as would access by anyone
not covered by the registry�s
requirements.

New twist on storing
electric power: Norsk Hydro is
testing a wind/hydrogen energy project
on the island of Utsira in Norway. Ten
homes are a test lab for a system that
solves the problem of providing reliable
energy from a variable energy supply.
Two600-kwwind turbines on this
windswept island generate a surplus of
power under optimal conditions� and
the system stores the extra power as
hydrogen for use in fuel cells when lulls
happen. The project supplies
autonomous renewable power to 10
homes. Surplus power from the turbines
is sold in themarket. If the trial
succeeds, the firm believes it will show
that hydrogen can be a practical energy
source for remote areas and a
sustainable power source for the world.

Firm claims PV panel
advance: XsunXhasworking
models of its patented solar electric
glass that lets manufacturers
�inexpensively apply a transparent
photovoltaic glazing to glass,� the firm
said. When light hits the glazing it�s
converted to electricity for use as a
power source. TheAlisoViejo,Calif,
firmsees anumberofmajormarket
opportunities in theworldwide,multi-
billiondollar architectural glassmarket.
Standard photovoltaic panels have
inherent architectural limits, said the
firm, and �may soon disappear� as
XsunXglazing turns commercial and
residential structures �into virtual power
plants,� the firmpredicted.

New EU nations need
power investment now: Ten
countries entering the European Union
inMay�some of them formerWarsaw

filibuster that Democrats have used to
block the bill.

The move would end the safe harbor
for environmentally negative motor fuel
additive,MTBE.

The protection for oil refiners must be
in the bill to get through the House,
Majority Whip Tom Delay, R-Tex, has
ruled.

But with a safe harbor the measure
can�t make it through the Senate. We�ll
see for certain today.

Energy Committee Chairman Pete
Domenici, R-NM, then filed the non-tax
portion of the energy bill as an

amendment to the Daschle amendment.
A vote to cut off debate on the

Daschle amendment is to come first. If it
succeeds, the Domenici amendment
would fail because it�s not related to
ethanol.

But Republicans think they have
the votes to defeat it.

If efforts to end debate on Daschle
fail, that amendment will be set aside and a
cloture vote on the Domenici amendment
will follow.

If that effort succeeds, it is to be
followed after 30 hours of debate by a
vote on the amendment itself.

Constellation�s Shattuck sees record
marketing growth continuing

Constellation CEO Mayo Shattuck is
confident his firm can support its record
of growth whether acquisition
opportunities arise or not.

The firm has the cash and credit
needed to go after opportunities but
plans to �stay away from things that
seem excessively hot,� Shattuck told a
conference call yesterday.

New investments need to add to the
bottom line immediately, he said, adding
that businesses Constellation owns now
have �room for expansion� too.

The firm built up its most brilliant
acquisition � NewEnergy � since
buying it and is putting �more
salespeople out on the streets� to grow it
organically.

Its business is on track to grow
10% this year, he added.

The firm has a high comfort level
�in managing the businesses we�re
managing now� but will go after
opportunities as they surface, he said.

The Constellation of today, CFO Follin
Smith added, saw 54% growth in the
gross margin of its merchant business in
the first quarter compared with last year�s
first quarter.

Margins for its Mid-Atlantic

generation fleet grew 5% while margins
on plants with power buying contracts
rose 27%.

The firm turned around its
competitive supply margins from a $4
million loss in the first quarter last year
to $105 million in profits this year.

Constellation beat its target this year
of serving 18,500 mw of peak load,
partly by winning 5,380 peak mw in
Mid-Atlantic default supply auctions �
about a third of the load up for bid,
Smith reported.

The firm cut its exposure to power
price volatility by 70% over the next
three years via multi-year, load-serving
contracts and hedging.

New wholesale business generated
in the first quarter more than doubled to
$56 million over $22 million produced in
the first quarter last year, Smith said.

Including NewEnergy�s growing gas
business, Smith expects $40 million in
profits from new business this year for
Constellation�s retail arm.

The retail business is expected to
deliver 47.6 million mwh this year and
has 22.3 million mwh under contract for
next year, 6 million mwh in 2006 and
1.7 million mwh in 2007, Smith added.

ComEd to join PJM May 1
PJM is to assume functional control of
Commonwealth Edison�s grid May 1.
Integration is to bring transmission and
generation in northern Illinois into PJM�s
energy market along with congestion
management following two years of
preparation.

The melding is to benefit customers
by promoting more effective competition
in regional wholesale power markets,
assuring non-discriminatory service on the
gird and improving reliability, FERC noted.

Full integration is to bring the benefits
of competitive electricity markets to

ComEd�s northern Illinois territory while
improving reliability, PJMWestern Region
President Karl Pfirrmann said.

Bringing ComEd�s system under
PJM�s coordination while implementing
a joint service pact with the Midwest
ISO is to create an unprecedented level
of regional coordination, Pfirrmann
added.

�FERC today opened the gates to the
steady growth of fair, safe and strong
competitive electricity development in
Illinois,� added Elizabeth Moler, Exelon
executive vice president.
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Pactmembers�needmassive
investment in power systems to meet
EU rules for security, environmental
compliance and competition. Investors
have to deal, said London Economics
International (LEI),withhistorically low
subsidized energy prices and strong
political resistance to raising them.
Add to that inconsistent collections of
payments due to lax enforcement and
corruption, and new regulatory risks as
countries come under pressure from
the EU, IMF andWorld Bank. Those
coming in would have to compete
without reliable historic customer
account and operating data, with no
way to gauge their own performance or
knowwhat assets are worth, the firm
warned.

Enhanced 911 service may have value for utilities, marketers
Enhanced 911 service has features that
seem destined to play a major role in
utility and marketer customer service as
the years go by.

E911 is made up of various IP-based
services that give call-takers more data �
where the caller is for example since
many don�t know.

FCCChairmanMichael Powell
briefed the third meeting of the
commission�s wireless E911 yesterday.

He�s pleased with the quick way state
coordinators, the public safety community
and telecom carriers � wireline and
wireless � sped deployment of E911.

The goal is for everyone � from the
PSAP (public safety answering point,
where 911 emergency calls come in and
get routed to emergency services)
through the dispatcher to the EMS team
that responds to the emergency � to
work as a team, said Powell.

He met with PSAP staff and the local
police departments in Johnson County,
Kan, and saw first-hand what a difference
E911 makes in the field.

Callers assume that responders can
trace the call or triangulate their position
� but that�s simply not available in most
places yet.

With 150 million US cell phone users,
it�s not a surprise that in some parts of
the country over half the 911 calls are
from wireless phones, said Powell.

This year wireless minutes topped
wire-line minutes for the first time, he
added.

Despite the main obstacles � time
and money � E911 has saved many lives
and will save many more as the
development pace quickens, Powell
reported.

In the six months since the last
meeting of the initiative, 900 more PSAPs
out of over 5,000 nationwide could
receive Phase II location data.

Phase I required carriers to report the
telephone number of a wireless 911 caller
and the location of the antenna that
received the call � when asked by a
PSAP.

Phase II requires automatic location
identification (ALI) � far more precise
data, usually to within 50-100 meters of
the caller.

FCC set a four-year rollout schedule
for Phase II, starting Oct 1 2001 � to be
completed by the end of next year.

�Rhode Island and Vermont are the
first states to report that they have
implemented Phase II in 100% of their
PSAPs,� Powell reported.

Tennessee is expected to join the list
in June.

The National Emergency Number
Assn and Voice On the Net (VON)
Coalition agreed on how VOIP firms are

to deliver location data to PSAPs, said
Powell.

It�s encouraging to know that �
while the commission grapples with E911
� VOIP users can get some basic level of
E911, said Powell.

To help get E911 into challenging
(read rural) areas, Powell created a
technical group looking at E911 network
architecture and technical standards,
headed by Nextel CEO Tim Donahue.

It�s a subcommittee of the Network
Reliability and Interoperability Council
(NRIC) and is to measure and improve
E911 location accuracy.

Location-based services (LBS) were
once touted as the next killer application
and thanks to E911 are poised to make a
comeback, said technology market
research firm ABI Research, yesterday.

LBS is commercially successful in
Asia, saidABI.

Triangulating a caller�s location using
the cell phone infrastructure alone can be

costly, the report noted, and using Global
Positioning System (GPS) satellites helps
but not if the caller is indoors.

The real money is in the services, said
ABI, because they let a carrier boost its
average revenue/user (ARPU) with value-
added location services.

Such as?
Businesses can track repair crews in the

field.
Consumers services could include

navigation, weather and friend/child
tracking.

Business users will bring in the lion�s
share of the $5 billion in revenueABI
predicts for telematics services � linking
a car, truck or trailer to a cellular network
� by 2009 despite far fewer users than
handset-based applications.

The report is Location Based Service:
Analysis of Carrier Spending, Subscribers,
Devices and Applications for Handset-
based and Telematics Services
(www.abiresearch.com).

Idaho market craziness
in California mess
still an issue

Should a utility have the right to claim profits
lost when it ran a load-management
program?

Idaho regulators let Idaho Power
recover $75 million from its customers for
direct expenses from its irrigator load-
reduction program during the 2001
California power crisis.

The program paid irrigators 15¢/kwh
to cut demand when power costs shot up
to around 30¢/kwh in the spot market.

The IOU wasn�t allowed to recover $12
million in �lost revenue� though because,
regulators said, they �didn�t guarantee� but
rather �recognized that the issue of recovery
of these amounts would be considered.�

Letting the IOU recover lost revenues
would be like issuing a blank check to the
firm �before knowing whether any cost was
actually incurred.�

Idaho Power went to the Idaho
Supreme Court and won its appeal of the
regulators� ruling.

Lost revenues �were not an actual cost
of service that should be borne by
ratepayers,� the PUC now argues on appeal,
adding that it wouldn�t be fair to charge
Idaho Power customers for power they
didn�t buy, use or benefit from.

Of course they benefited from not
paying the exorbitant spot market prices
they faced if irrigators hadn�t cut use.

That�s a bit hard for those regulators to
understand � if they really want to
understand.

Abbreviations: To see a glossary of
RT�s abbreviations, go to
www.restructuringtoday.com/
glossary.html.
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These Wall Street specialists are
prepared to address the question:
Is there growth after back to basics?

� Bill Tilles is the portfolio manager for The
Kinetic Utility Funds. His primary
responsibilities include research direction,
development and maintenance of utility
modeling techniques as well as oversight of
utility trading.

� Leonard Hyman is senior financial
analyst, economist and policy advisor for RJ
Rudden specializing in public utility finance,
strategy, regulation and economics.

� Christine Tezak is an outspoken
electricity analyst at Schwab Soundview
Washington Research. She covers the
electricity sector and environmental policy
providing political, economic and industry
research for institutional and corporate
investors.

�Edward Tirello, managing director and
senior power strategist at Berenson & Co.
Tirello is widely known in the utility industry
from his years at Alex Brown (Duetche
Banc).

Join Restructuring Today this Friday, April 30th when four Wall Street pundits
share their wisdom on today�s leading questions � how much longer will we be
satisfied with back to basics?
You know the events that led the electric and gas marketing firms to lose

most of their value or in some cases all their worth. We all watched as troubled
firms and others went back to basics.

� Now what comes after back-to-basics and
have we started the next phase already?

� Will eagerness for growth push utilities towards high level of
merger activity?

� Are balance sheets too weak for M&A?

� Leaders and planners now keeping to their knitting are desperately
trying to find new ways to grow. They�re locked into low growth
or no growth following back to basics. Is there a way to grow
other than M&A?

� And maybe not having a lot of growth is
OK in a low-risk world.

� Since utilities have done well in restructuring and their non-utility
subsidiaries have done very poorly on average, how won�t leaders
be shy about or even reluctant to seek growth this time around?

Restructuring Today has assembled a panel of Wall Street specialists to guide you
in thinking through your firm�s positioning in the post back-to-basics world.
You�ll hear their views and be able to question the panelists on a Restructuring

Today audio conference and get a transcript of the 90-minute event April 30 from
noon to 1:30 pm Eastern.
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�Any number of listeners at one location can listen to the call
via one line and a speakerphone (but connecting other phones
is prohibited without added registration). Gather 5 people
around a speakerphone and that�s only $44/person.

�More than two lines? As an added bonus, discounted prices are
available for additional lines going to other locations in your
organization (call 1-800-486-8201 for details).

� Can�t make it onApril 30? Adigital replay will be available (one
time use only) for one week following the event.

Last chance to register!


